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Mr. Brown Indulges in a Little
Righteous Boasting

PRICE, THREE CENTS

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

WHARF EXTON REFUSED
AFTER LIVELY HI ING

Alewive, Me., March 9, 1915.
Dear Enterprise: —
I received a special communication The newly-elected Board of Select clamspthere, and in such abundance that
this morning relative to the big changes men held a hearing in their room ;at the fie had $ug a mess for , six people last
245=247=251 Main Stthat are taking place in the internal town hall Friday, afternoon on a peti fall ip about 15 minutes and offered. to
business affairs of the town of Kenne tion by /William O. Littlefield asking prove ^is ability as a clam-catcher by
permission to construct a .new wharf, digging Attorney Willard a mess of
bunk.
adjoining a present similar structure, fine, large white clams, which generous
It is gratifying for me to learn of owriechby him on . his land at Kenne offer by the way was not accepted.
this new trend of affairs and the bunk Beach, for which a permit has Mr. ‘Littlefield had with him deeds
general working out of the plans I had already been issued by the U. S. showing his ownership to a nearby lot
already-suggested and for which both I war departmeht, southerly along the and registered a vigorous protest.
and your paper have been -severly shore of his Ibnd at Kennebunk Beach.
Arthur Calder was the next witness
criticized. You will remember that I
Much, opposition had developed1 to Mr. being¿itroduced by Attorney Richard
remarked in a former communication Littlefield’s plans several of the re son as doming in the interests of his
that the people of Kennebunk would
monstrants retaining counsel for the grandfather-in-law, Mr. Joseph Hub-soon find out who thejr real friends are.
hearing. - Edwin I. Littlefield who led bard- • Mr. Calder presented protesting
MARCH I7th,
That prophecy proved a better une than
the prognostication for à hard winter
We have n full line of Dennison’s and whereas I stand corrected by the
Observant Citizen of the Boston Post
Paper Goods in green designs for de
on that score I still firmly believe thatsigns for decorating the dining-room my stand and your ' stand on town
and table for dinners and luncheons. affairs will one day be proved to be
economically sound and foi? the- best
Plain? Crepe Paper, for
interests of every one in the town or
De6o?ated Crepe Paper, fold
connected with it. To adopt- a well
Lunch Sets, set
known quotation, “a town, divided
Paper Napkins, doz.
against itself cannot endure. ” The
principle of co-operation begins in the
DINNER FAVORS
family and extends through the
10c: neighborhood, town, county, state and
Seals, box
Flags of Ireland, each, ' 1c and’ 10c nation. Each -is dependant on:the other
Paper Shamrocks suitable to place on to achieve i its highest degree of/"effi
menu cards, packagt '
10c ciency. I have advocated and; you have
Mat board, sheet
_
10c advocated this co-operation in town
Silk Shamrock Boutenieres/ each 1c business life and should be thankful to
St. Patrick’s Day greeting cards
find our efforts bearing such fruit as
with envelopes, each
/
5c promises now to ripen.
Scene of Proposed Wltqrf Extension
St. Patrick’s Day.Post Cards, 1c or
The recent disclosures in regqfd to
6 for 5c
the adulteration of bread >ere startling
to say the least and Mayor Curley of the opposition tq tfie wharf bpilding letters from two. summer residents at
Boston admits that therp is no, remedy was represented by Judge Bmeyy qf present in .other sections.
AMERICA^ ART POTTERY
for the situation.. Even the ppre food Biddeford while Asa A, Richardson ap Joseph Dane stated that his brother
We have just received pew line of laws make no provigion as to the in-r pealed for btbeyg. Mr, Littlefield was owned land nearby. That the cove was
Vases, Jardiniers and ym^rella
gredientg qf bieafi and afi ^hq.t çgn be represented by County Attorney Hiram ideal for use by children and rather
generally utilized by them for play
done is tq eqt rireqd made at fiome. Willard of Sanford,
Stands.
Plans
showing
the
topography
of
the
ground
purposes. His opinion was that .
Maria
makes
very
goqd
bread
and
we
Vages
iQc to $3.50
Jardihigres
25c to $5.00 have bad ,n@ need to @at calcine plaster section of the Beach where Mr. Little theierection of such a wharf as' was
Umbrella Stands
$1-50 to $4 biscuits or asbestos muffins or what field is located had been prepared show proposed would diminish the value of
ever else city bakers feel called upon to ing the location of ..adjoining lots, the the; cove for such purposes,
■-G, W. Goodnow testified as to the usé
introduce
into their products to feed a present and proposed structures.
One lot of..percale Kimono Aprons
Mr. Littlefield was the first witness ofl‘the place for playground purposes.
worth 50c at
39c sturdy race, I have been informed and stated his reasons for wishing to ¿Harry Andrews told of being a memthat seidlitz powder biscuits are a popubuild the wharf. He said he proposed;
the Kennebunk Beach Improve
StOne lot
00 Hàrid*Bags-for - 50e
Augusta during the legislative sittings to use it for general ‘ • wh arf1 purposes ment Society and. opposed to granting
but as Sheriff Irving and his deputies and also that it would serve as a pro the permit. '
A few more of the black lawn and have done so efficient Work in "York tection. to the wharf already there C. E. Currier, secretary and treas
urer of the Improvement Society ex
poplin shirt waists in sizes 36 arid 38, 'county they are scarcely ever heard of which is fast going to pieces.
a 98c value, at
25c hereabouts and as our excellent water ” Edwin I Littlefield appeared first for pressed thé opinion that it would be a
is of just the proper degree of hard the remonstrapts seating that any new general detriment to the Beach as did
ness a bread made of pure flour is all wharf erected or extension of the also Loring Edgcomb, proprietor of the
that is. required. Every womap does present structure at that point would Mineral Spring House.
not make bread. It is, hard work, be detrimental to his property. He - Legal authorities and Maine,Law..Court
I They mpst either get it from a neighs said that under present conditions there opinions were introduced counsel: for
bor or/ qf a baker, Tfie latter courge are good landing facilities there for each side expressing different interpre
is most generally taUen and wh'Ut the sail and motor boats but that if a wharf tations of the same.
baker ¿offers accepted aS pure as a were put at the proposed location users I The. hearing lasted about.three hours
matter of course* If it is pure all good ofsuch boats’ would be greatly incon and at its close/ the Board took the
and well. If it is not—but that is a venienced in makiug landings and fur matter under advisement and on Satur
different matter.
Hereafter Kenne-'1 thermore that valuable clam flats would day morning decided not to issue the
bunk buyers of bread are to be guaran be destroyed. He said there were permit asked for.
FROM
teed the genuine, unadulterated article
and may feel no misgivings when they
Saco Pythians Entertain
Currier House Destroyed
partake thereof.
It counts one for the-: local baker
whose product is so good, it counts An alarm of fire from box 39 at abou A large delegation from Myrtle lodge,.
Deliciously Sweet
one for the local grocers who have their 11:30 last night called the department Knight of Pythias and Ivy Temple,
customers- to please; It also counts -to the residence of W. E. Currier on the Pythian sisters -attended the ladies
one for yours truly and the Enterprise Ross road. The town water system night entertainment given < by Unity
does riot extend to. that: section, and
as pioneers in its advocady.
their efforts were confined to keeping lodge of Saco last Thursday evening.
We are achieving some of our am the flames from spreading through the "The-party left here on the three
bitions and have not stooped to abuse neighboring pasture land where the o’clock afternoon car and immediately
of any man or party.
We have not dry underbrush was ignited and a con
flirted with the libel law and have noth siderable area burned^pver./ The house, upon arrival at their destination the
ing to apologize for or to regret. Our barn and . connecting buildings were Ivy Temple drill team repaired to the
criticisms have been. sincere and not burned to the ground. The cause is hall for practice hot having previously
successfully contradicted,
We will unknown.
become familiarized with the floor.
rest content and' continue the good "The house ,was_ occupied by Mr.
The capacity of the hall was taxed
work in the interests of al! to the best Currier and his son E. R. Currier and
in the evening and the excellent pro
of our ability.
family.
gram thoroughly . appreciated and en
Qf course T took in the town meet
ing last Monday and called at the office The elder Mr. Currier retired for the joyed.This program was literary and
to see you after it was over, but you night at about 8:30 having just pre musical in character and included drills
Good Records
had stepped out and as everyone was viously been, to the barn to care for his
by several visiting lodges and temples.
working hard I decided not to wait and horse. At that time everything was.
all
right.
The
son
discovered
the
fire
As is customary wherever they go
The following items taken from the get in the way of anyone. .
shortly after 11 o’clock and called his
“Boston Herald” will be of interest to The meeting was quiet to what they father and an effort made to save -as the Ivy Temple team made a great hit
the- following comment by the Bidde
the friends of Adelbert Watkins, who used to be- years ago. A few did the
much of the furniture as possible. The fordjournalspeakingvolumes:—
spends his summers here and at . the talking and Uriah Gaine m'adë the only
speech-of the afternoon session. I greater .part of the son’s furniture. wa3 “Kennebunk made Saco look to her
Beach. |;
gotten to safety but the father’s goods laurels.. Again there was the effect
“Roxbury Latin.-School Starts Chase thought just as your reporter did that
it was one.of the best I ever heard.. which had been stored in the upper sec of rich, and ¡beautiful costumes, skill,
for Trophies”-—
tion since - his wife’s death a few precision- and grace. Kennebunk may
Annual Interclass» Meet brings. out Mr. Gaine undoubtedly saved the day
months ago were a total loss, nothing be a small town but it has got tile talent
sterling contests. As a result of the for Domestic Science in the public
of his being sayed but thedhorse, buggy There was nothing better during the
finals held yesterday, the class of 1915 schools and I for one hope it may be and a few clothes.
evening.
is leading by . one point over. 1916 and. successfully carried out.
The $1500 insurance carried will but A feature of the evening were read
. Now you just Éeep right after the
191-7partially cover the loss. ;
ings by Arthur Hayes of Myrtle lodge.
Charles Weden, ’16, leads as the things we have started. Thefcicé cream
Two selections were given and were
highest individual, point scorer, Charles season will soon be in ¿full swing and an
Alexani.fr, ’15, is next and Adelbert effort should be made to keep the sale feels aggrieved because I didn’t buy well received and all present regretted
of: that confined to cream of local manu the cream 'she likes best — made by that the time could riot be spared for
Watkins, ’17 third. ”
Bowdoin. He sells it at his own store? . further selections..
facture,
GREEK STUDENTS WIN
The third year Greek students of Now John Bowdoin installed at con arid keeps his customers. The others of ' The program concluded with drills by
Roxbury Latin hchobl defeated ,the siderable expension a modern ice cream course have their, followings, but why’ Ivy and Pine Gone temples followed by
German scholars, 33 to 3, in track plant some time ago. When I come to npt work for Kennebunk ice cream now dancing until midnight.
activities at the R. L. S. board track town on summer evenings I invariably, that Kennebunk- bread has been, Two . special ¿cars ’ were required to
transport the Kennebunk guests back
yesterday,;
Tewnty-first yard dash take Maria home some ice cream. achieved.
won by , Dick Baker; second, Adelbert Sometimes I buy , it in one place and The thought of supporting a worthy to their homes. All who attencded are
industry and the added security of loud in praises of the treatment re
Watkins, third, Stephen Blair. High sometimes in, another, but just as sure local
purity should appeal to all.
ceived and report one of the 1 very best
jump, Tie between Watkins,-Baker and as I take hôme a cream not made in
Yours truly,
John C; Calhoun Brown, t times ever.
Morgan. Height—4 ft. 10 in.
town she detects the difference and

Biddeford ’Me.

An Ad In This Paper Will
Bring You Business

FIRST-CLASS JOB; OFFICE

Purejread
Beginning Monday March 15th the undersigned
grocers of Kennebunk will, until further notice,
handle no bread not made in town. Our reasons
for this are two-fold :

1. —We believe in supporting home industry so
far as it is worthy of support.
2. —In view of the astonishing revelation of the
analysis of one brand of out-of-town bread, we
believe we are serving our customers better by offer
ing them a bread which we KNOW to be^ pure and
wholesome.
GEORGE E. COUSENS
CURTIS & ROBERTS
LITTLEFIELD & WEBBER
EDWARD L. LAHAR
E. L. LITTLEFIELD
L. H. BEANE

ON’T wear your
Old Hats when
you can buy New
Ones at Half-Price
at The DAYLIGHT
STORE

D

T. L. Evans & Co.

Direct Shipment
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St Petersburg, Florida

Oranges
20 and 25c a Doz,

George E Goosens

SPECIAL PRICES

“s
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For Wook Beginning Marcii 12
Lard Compound,
10c P^r lb.
Pure Lard,
14c “
Armour’s Star Ham (sliced)
25c u
Armour’s Banquet Bacon(sliced)
20c i(
Clear Pork
12c / r
45c quality Molasses
35c gallon
No need for you to go out of town for your gro
ceries when you can buy them at the above prices.
All orders promptly delivered. Your patronage
solicited.

Leland H. Beane
BROWN STREET
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Try Bowdoin’s Coffee
Mist. A 1 Oc ice cream
soda for 5c> Sold
only At Bowdoin’s.
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE

Lively Hearing Expected

DEVOTED TO THE GENERAL
INTERESTS OF YORK COUNTY.

The committee on townswill hold a
hearing tomorrow afternoon on the
bill to divide the town- of Kennebunk
Issued every Wednesday by
port and incorporate the town of North
ANNIE JOYCE*CREDIEORD.
Kennebunkport and a lively opposition
Editor and Publisher
is expected.
The bill has its growth over the con
Printed at The Enterprise Press
Office
tention of the farmers that they are
Kennebunk. Maine.
made to pay taxes for improvements
in the resort section of the town withOne Year, in Advance ....$1.00 | out any of ’the benefits therefrom.
Three Months, ............................ 25
The boundary lines of the proposed
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
new town are all that part of the town
Advertising Rates made known on of Kennebunkport lying northerly of
application. .
Correspondence is. desired trom any the following described line: Beginning
interested parties, relative to town at the northerly bound of the road lead
and county matters.
ing from. Kennebunk landing to the
Kennebunkport town -house, on the
A first-class printing plant in con Kennebunk and Kennebunkport town
nection. All work done promptly line; thence by said northerly line of
and in. up-to-date style.
said road with the road leading from
Kennebunkport village to Biddeford at
a point on the southerly side of the
Sale
present right of way of the Atlantic
Shore .Railway, and thence by said
the following
southerly route of said present line of
said railway to the town line between
Kennebunk. .
E. A. Bodge, Brown’s News Stjj,nd. Kennebunkport and Biddeford.

ENTERPRISE on
at
places:

West Kennebunk—E. C. Webber.
Kennebunk Beach
Kennebunkport—E. C. Miller.
Cape Porpoise—Helen F. Ward.
Mr. and Mrs. < Archie Winter were
Wells—Harley Moulton.
Portland visitors Sunday. .
Ogunquit—W. F. Cousens.
WEDNESDAY, ftAR. 10. 1915

Be Fair

Master George Shaw, w;ho had his
eye removed Wednesday, March 3, at
the Eye and Ear Infirmary in Portland,
returned home Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Walker have
been in Boston for the past week.
The summer home of the late Mrs.
Chas. Parsons,, at Crescent Surf, was
broken into last week. It is not known
whether anything of value was taken
as the family is in New York, but it is
reported that considerable damage was
done to the house, which is being re
modeled by Contractor R. E. Grant of
Kennebunk". .
Bradford Hutchins and sister, Mrs.
Rose Handy, went to Boston Monday
for a short visit.
Thé Opportunity club met Friday
afternoon with Mrs. Johnson Moulton.
The club is sewing for a sale, which will
be held sometime in June.
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Edgcomb enter
tained a few friends at the Mineral
Spring House Thnrsday evening, March
4. The evening was spent in playing
whist, after which ice cream, cake,
candy and cigars were served and a
good time- was reported by all. Those
.present were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
rCalder, Miss Elsie .Somers, Mr. and
Mrs. C. L. Hubbard, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Walsh.
‘
The W. P. M. club was entertained
Wednesday, March 3, at the Neighbor
hood house, by Mrs. Mollie Hubbard.
Quite a number from, this place at
tended the roll call. at the/ Advent
church at Kennebunk Lower Village
Sunday afternoon.

Some time ago when the Mexican
situation was at a critical phase and the.
national administration was being
assailed right and left for not èoing to
war with that country, the Enterprise
in common with .other fair-minded
journals, made a plea for support of
the officials in authority. We .went to
work on the basis that the men at the
head of the government’s business un
derstood their affairs better than out
siders, just as we know more about
printing a newspaper than we do about
tunning a grocery store. The administration did as “it thought best. The
crisis passed without the inevitable
breaking up of the happy homes ^th’at
a long war.would have entailed. Wood
row Wilson rose.superior to his critics
and won an everlasting niche in the hall
of fame.
This same insidious spirit ofjjmjust
criticism and abuse was brought to bear
at the eleventh hour, whên successful
defence was practically impossible,
upon the last administration of our
town’s affairs. Much political capital
and considerable cheap talk was made
about an-overdraft in the rdad depart
ment of the lower district. ' No appro
priation to care for the extra work
, could be had, but the bills were all
paid. The political end and the politi
cal end only of the matter was dis
cussed.
But now that the affair has passed,
why not consider it in a fair way. The
administration should be justified.
Now the work done was on roads at the
Beach. The damage^was caused by a i Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lowham and
high tide, over which mortal man has Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Strickland of
no control. The damage had to be; re Marblehead, Mass,, motored here repaired, however, apd a few hundred cently\ and called on Mr. and Mrs.
dollars expended for that purpose is George Phillips.
Mrs. L. A. Stevens is quite sick.
much better ; than several thousands of
dollars spent in damages. The Beach Dr. Brown{ of North Berwick is at
depends for ist prosperity upon the tending.
money left there by summer vacation
Clarence Hilton has moved into his
ists and it is up to the town to keep it new house.
as attractive as possible. Poor roads
Miss Marion Waterhouse and Miss
and tumbled down bridges are not an Frances Ricker were in Kennebuhk,
attraction and the possibility or physi-' Friday.
cal injury to some one or « several people
The ice cream social and apron sale,
is co-existent with them. The only Tuesday Evening, March 2nd, was a
thing possible under the circumstances success both socially and financially.
was done and the townspeople should
Mrs. Hannah M. Burrell wishes to
congratulate themselves upon the effi extend her sincere"'thanks to her many
ciency of .thé officials who so thoroughly friends for - their tokens of love and
did their duty.
esteem also for the beautiful flowers,
The makers of the town report were sent- her.
denounced for the size of the book
Mrs. Joseph Hilton wishes to express
issued. The little savings that could
have been made at the printer’s hands her sincere thanks to the ladies of the
Social "Circle for the beautiful flowers
were overlooked and on almost every
which they so kindly presented her.
page »re evidences of “fat.” The
Mr. Holmes preached a fine sermon
reason for this is apparent when it is
known that there, was a limit to the' Sabbath morning from words found
number of pages,to be done at thè con in Matthew 19, 21-22. Topic for the
tract price. - Another case where an evening was “The Missing Link.”
Airs. Clayton Leavitt of Boston
attack proves a boomerang.
The above and every other criticism visited her aunt, Mrs. Frank Ricker,
has been proven indefensible, but the recently.
most ludicrous phase.of the situation
Mrs. Hannah M. Burrell celebrated
was reached last Friday when our con her 88th birthday, March 3rd, at the
temporary comipents as follows:—
home of her daughter, Mrs. George E.
Phillips, receiving only a few friends.
“If the Star made an eleventh
hour attack, what time would be' Among them was a granddaughter, Mrs.
George Johnson of Saugus, Mass. She
credited to the Perkins’story in the
She received many tokens of love, 22
Biddeford Record of Saturday even
birthday.cards also beautiful flowers,
ing and. to ’Mr. Perkins’ ‘general
from her grandson and wife Mr. and
deniad of Monday morning ? Mid
Mrs. W. E. Shaw of Houghton, Mich.
night?”
How’s that for a “holier than thou” Her daughter, Mrs. W. E. Shaw, was
attitude and nerve ? Is the subject of a unable to be present that day but spent
last minute tirade not allowed the privi Friday with her mother. Mrs. Burrell
has always been very active and
lege of defense?
especially fond of fancy work but we
regret at the present time her eyesight
has failed her so she is-unable to do
any wprk'g; We trust she will live to
enjoy many more happy birthdays.
is prepared to furnish music-

Wells Depot

THE ARION ORCHESTRA
for all occasions

FOR SALE,—Seed Potatoes. Thè
“Comet” variety which is noted for
For terms and particulars telephone its productiveness and fine quality.
Enquire 'of J. Russell & Son, West
153"3> Kennebunk, Me.
Kennebunk, Me.
6wl7

Without Doubt the Most Extra
ordinary Announcement in
the History of the Automobile

(HANDLER
SIX
For the,New Season

$1295
MOW comes the only high grade six cylinder motor car for
less than $1300. The Chandler! This identical car last sum
mer broke sales records at $1595 and set the standards of the
light six market. This same car, lacking some of its refinements
and with body design not nearly so beautiful, was a sensation two years ago at $1785.
It was the pioneer light six. It opened up
the whole light six market. Men experienced
in the industry said then,''two years ago that
such a car couldn’t live at $1785.
, And yet here it is today, the class and stan
dard-maker of the market, with the price for
this season fixed at $1295.
How can Chandler do it when similar cars
still sell from two to five hundred dollars
higher?
v
The Chandler Company has made money
from the day that first of the light sixes took
the road. The Chandler has pointed the way

every step of the way. And now, with maxi
mum production, with an overhead expense
so small that it astounds other manufacturers,
with ho old loads; to cany and no old scores
to wipe out, and with our working capital of
retil money, we have set this record-breaking
price.
The Chandler for the new season is identi
cally and posM^vely the same model the whole
country admiyed so much at $1595. We will
continue it throughout the season at the
new price. And there is no other car that,
by the utmost stretch of argument, can be
considered as * competing with it.

At this new price, the pioneer Chandler retains absolutely every
feature of construction and quality that has made it the leader
of all light sixes. You will find all these features on the Chand
ler, and noty on any other six selling for less than $2000.
Bosch magneto. <
Gray & Davis electric starting motor.
Gray & Davis generator.
Enclosed silent chains for driving motor
shafts.
Bosch spark plugs.
Mayo genuine Mercedes type radiator. 4
Cast aluminum motor base extending solidly
from frame to frame, giving rigidity to
engine mounting; providing pedestals cast
integral for magneto, pump and generator;
and obviating necessity for dirty, rattly
sheet metal drip pan.
Rayfield carburetor.

Worm-bevel rear axle.
Imported annular ball-bearings throughout.
Oiling system completely contained within the
me tor; no outside piping.
Genuine hand-buffed leather (not machine
buffed, split oF imitation).
Luxurious streamline body, with clean run
ning boards.
Golde patent one-man top with Jiffy
curtains.
Large gasoline tank carried in rear.
Firestone demountable rims.
Motor-driven horn, speedometer and all the
usual incidental equipment.

And the Marvelous Chandler Motor Built in Our Own Factory
The Chandler weighs ,2985 lbs. completely equipped. Averages 16
miles or more per gallon of gasoline» 700 miles per gallon of oil, 7000
miles per set of tires. Speed 3 to 55 miles per hour on high gear.

See the Chandler at Our Salesroom
We anticipate some skepticism, but the Chandler routed skepticism last year and the year before that, and
will rout any skepticism there may bè this year. We expect every man who thinks of paying more than a
thousand dollars for an automobile to look thé Chandler over carefully. The car itself will make any argument
on- our part unnecessary. It won’t cost you a cent to convince yourself, that not a thing has been cut of the
Chandler, not a thing in it cheapened, not a detail of its workmanship slighted.

Five and Seven Passenger Touring Bodies $1295

HERBERT A. HARRIS
501 Main St., Saco, Me.

Phone 70

CHANDLER MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Manufacturers, CLEVELAND, U. S. A.
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NEWS NOTES
ABOUT TOWN

Diamond Dyes, all shades, sold by
Fiske on the corner.
Mr. George Mitchell has been in Bos
ton the past few days attending the
automobile show.
Mrs. p. D. Lord, of Somerville, Mass
president of the Lord Reunion Associa
tion, is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
George LangsTord at Cape Porgoise.
The Rev. S. E. Leech was called to
Bridgton, this week, on business. He
^ent Monday morning and returned
yesterday afternoon.
A movement is on foot tb interest the
members of the several women’s clubs
of Kennebunk injthe summer recrea
tion work for little children under six
hears of age at the playground.
' At the regular meeting of Ivy Temple,
Pythian Sisters, last evening, a class of
6 candidates were taken in. At the
conclusion of the work an excellent sup
per wss served by the brother Knights,
Now is the proper time to purify the
blood and to overcome pimples and
skin diseases. We sell and recommend
Denna Red Clover Compoumd as our
best blood cleaner: Fiske on the corner.
.

The New
SPRING DRESS GOODS
Are Here

to II
to

ig J

Mrs. Alice Bennett is visiting her
mother in Saco.
Mrs. Maud Elkins of Farmington, N.
H., is in towh this week.
Miss Majelle Jacobs is attending the
Automobile show in Boston.
Dr. and Mrs. F. C. Lord visited in
Portland on Monday and Tuesday.
The W. R. Corps met with Mrs. Bes
sie Shepard Monday of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. P. Raino attended the
auto show in Boston this week.
M and Mrs. C. W. Goodnow left
this week for a southern trip.
G?W. Larrabee is in Boston this
week and will take in the auto show.
Toot
Miss Lillian Walker has been helping
out in the Enterprise office the past few
Various size checks in black
One of the season’s most pop
Shown in 20 different shades.
days.
ular,
fabrics
shown
in
colors,
An act relating to the • protection of
and white only.
Hall Brothers recently sold two regis
■deer in the towns of York, Wells, Kitgrey, navy, Belgium blue putty
tered Holstein cows to Fred W. Ross of tery, Eliot, So.- Berwick and No Ber
l
and black.
Springvale. _
wick, today drew an adverse report from
legislative committee on inland
A cool wave is predicted for the rest joint
Colors:Belgium blue, Wisteria,
fisheries and game.
of the week by the weather bureau at
Well worth a dollar. Colors:
Mr.
Joseph
T.
Cole,
who
for
thé
past
. light blue, lavender, also cream,
Washington. ~
four years has been employed in the
Russian green, navy, Belgium
A real spring fabric. Colors:
Robie Stevens of New York is visit-, New York office of the Leatheroid
black’
brown, ■ navy, Belgium blue,
blue, black.
ing his mother, Mrs. Annie Stevens at Manufacturing Co. will soon become
associated
with
his
father,
Chas'.
H.
the Landing.
Russian green, sand, putty,
Cole, in the fire insurance, business.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bonser. and
black.
Among those who enjoyed the famous
daughter Helen, have gone South tore- modern fairy play,* “A Good Little
main several weeks.
DeviJ, ” which Introduces Miss Mary
Sponged and shrunk. Colors:
Colors: Copenhagen, lavender,
Mr. R. W. Lord and S. L. (jram re Pickford, the best loved star in motion
pictures in the world today, and whose
garnet, navy, brown, Copen
putty, sand,- navy, Belgium
turned this week after ten days trip salary is $104.000 a year were twenty of
Shown in all the new evening
to Boston and vicinity.
the older boys and girls of' the West
hagen, green; also black, cream
blue, black.
shades.
The
Miss Margaret Haley, who has been Kennebunk primarys school,
children were accompanied by their
spending a weeks vacation "at her home, their teacher, Miss Helen Melcher.
returned Sunday to her school duties.
Visitation night will be held by Mou
Miss Pauline Hildreth, a teacher in sam Lodge of Odd Fellows, Thursday
Laconia Business College of that city, evening. Friendship Lodge of Spring
was the week-end guest of friends in vale has been invited to be present, their
degtee team will work the third degree
town.
team will work the third degree on can
Miss E. A. Clark has returned to didates from both lodges, A banquet
will
be held after the work,
Portland this week after spending
The
move to create a Kennebunk
about 10 days at the home of R. W
water district was overwhelmingly de
Lord.
feated at Augusta today wnen a rising
Aarpn Tvedt is the guest ofiJhis vote on a division of the house showed
father, Antone Tvedt, who recently only nine ' representatives in favor.
moved to New Haven, Conn., from this The report of the judiciary committee
was 5 to 5 and report A which oppos ed
village.
the plan was adopted by the house by
Edward Blanchard has just had a a rising vote.
27 in. WASH SILK
telephone installed in the home of Mr.
Mrs. Adeline Moulton recently cele
Special at
and Mrs. Wm. Jackson where he is! brated her 72d birthday. A number of
Full yard wide, black and all
24 inches wide, best patterns
presents
were
received
and
two
birth

at present located.,
day cakes cut. Cake and coffee were |
colors.
36 in. WASH SILK
and colorings.
A flock of 16 hens, owned by Charles served to the callers which were many
Special at
H. Andrews of Biddeford, laid 21 eggs during the day and evening.
The following were present—Mr and
during the month of February, reports Mrs.
A. J. Moulton, Mr. and Mrs. A. J
36 in. HABITAI SILK
Saturday’s issue of the Biddeford Moulton, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Moul
36 inches wide, all colors.
Recqrd.
Special at
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Moulton, Mr.
36 inches wide, new patterns.
and
Mrs.
James
Stevens
and
Miss
Win

The York County Pomona Grange nie Stevens, Miss Burton Robinson.
40
in.
Crçpe-deChine
met with Quamphegan Grange in t^e
Grandchildren—Rodney, Robey. Ad
town hall at South Berwick, Thursday. die, Warren, Fred, Frank, Arline,
Special at
36 inches wide, black only.
The Pomona degree was exemplified on Woodbury, Forest, Aretas, Ralph,
Elsie Moulton.
25 candidates.
36 in. MESSALINE SILK
39c
40 inches wide, black and all
75c Fancy Silk, at
Mrs. Eva Roach, Mr. Frank Moulton
Spedai at
The new organ for the MethodiSt Mrs. Lilia Hôiiston, Miss Lutie Han49 c
85c Fancy Silk, at
colors.
Episcopal church has arrived and is now com.
at the station. It will be removed to
The following appointments have
the church next Monday when an ex
been made by the newly elected board
pert will put the organ in place.
of selectmen:
Mr. Walter H. Mitchell and Miss
Chief of Police—Ernest L. Jones.
Town Constable—J. Fr^nk Warren.
Gladys M. Ready were married in SanTown Physician—Dr. E. S. Hawkes.
ford last Sunday, March 7th. They
Sealers of Weights and Measures—
will be at home to their friends after Edwin I. Littlefield.
March fifteenth at High street this
Weighers of Hay, Grain, Coal and
Junk—William H. Littlefield, Edwin I.
village.
Littlefield, B. Frank Emery, Willis E.
Jap Silk Wafcts
98c
Winfred Kollock has been .elected to Warren, George Varney.
CREPE, silk stripe also voile
Suits
$10.98 to 29.50
succeed Ira H. Wells, assistant fore
Weighers of Cotton—Walter K. San
i>8c
Crepe Waists
Waists
1.98
Coats,
$6.98 to 22.50
man of the Safe Guard Hose Co., who born,. Hartwell K. Grant.
Surveyors of Wood, Bark and Lumhas resigned
from
that
position
and
has
lesiKneu nom mai
ananas /ber_Williàm H Littlefield,. Fred W.
98c
Poplin Waists
Crepe-De-Chine Waists
2.25
Wool Dresses,
$5.00 to 13.98
accepted a position on the board of I Jones, Everett EJ- Nason, Sylvester H.
engineers.
Carle, Randell J. Grant, Charles Ward,
to
$5.00
Lingerie Waists
98c
Bartlett.
Silk Dresses,
$5,98 to 25.00
The Wells Town Reports were issued William
Fence Viewers—Edwin I. Littlefield,
Tub Silk Waists, $2.25 to 2.98
Shantung Silk Waists $2.25 to
from the Enterprise bffice this week. Warren R. Barney, O. George Perkins.
Skirts,
$2.98 to 7-98
There was over 90 pages of s&lid matter
Three road commissioners will be ap
$2.98
Figured Silk Waists,
95c
and the book was completed in less than pointed at a later meeting as the duties
of
these
officials
does
not
begin
until
ten days. If you wish prompt and April 1st. Several petitions, are being
satisfactory work order it at this office. circulated for favorite candidates
The council meeting and election of
the Maine Daughters of the American
Committees For Fair
Revolution, will be held at the Free
^here will be a special meeting of the
Will Baptist church in Waterville, on
Friday of this week. Several local various committees connected with the
W. R. C. fair in G. A. R. hall next
members of this order are planning to Monday evening to complete arrange
attend.
ments for the sale and entertainment to
For the first time in 61 years Bidde be held in Mousam Opera House March
19th. The following will serve on the
ford Republicans failed to put a ticket different committees:—
in the field for the city election, and bn
General Committee—Mrs. Laura E.
Monday, Mayor James G. C. Smith and Raino, Mrs. Bessie Shepard, Mrs. Phoebe
the entire Democratic ticket was elect Waterhouse.
Fancy Table—Mrs. Isabelle Cousens,
ed without opposition. This is Mayor Mrs. Edith Koiloch and Mrs. Violet Day.
Smith’s secoed re-election.
Apron—Mrs. Annie Fletcher, MrsThe Landing service Sunday after-' the best season yet of this popular tain the Ladies Aid Social, this week,
MEN AND BOYS CLUB
Prof. Caird, sanitation adviser of the Adeline Stevens, Mrs. Abbie Towne.
Candy—Miss Theo Shepard, Olive
noon was conducted by John Watson! national
sport. Physical, Director on Thursday evening, at their home on
Portland Water district, at a meeting Stevens
and Sadie Clark.
and Asa Richardson. The people are Vfinter will be in charge, assisted loy- Lincoln St, All the people are invited
of the trustees of that body or Mbnday
Ice cream—Mrs. George Cook, Ethel
ThesState Y. M. C. A. boys’ confer very proud of the newly decorated ally by B. A. Smith, chairman of the to enjoy a social evening, in this hos. advised every possible precaution Boston, Alice Stubbs.
ence
held in Portland Friday, Saturday interior of the chapel, and well they physical work department. There will pitable home.
Cake—Agnes Kelley, Stellh Water
against pollution of any kind of the
and Sunday was the most successful may be. The plans for an Easter be a first and second town team and
house, Aroline Young.
water this summer, predicting that the
Miss Gladys
Blumenstock Miss
Dance—•Mary Mitchell, Myrtle Wa one since they started ten years ago. Sunday service are well under way , as every candidate can depend on a good
summer tourist business of the State terhouse, Elizabeth Straw.
There were 108 delegates of whom 341 is also the entertainment to raise funds fair chance. The high school is con - Florence Hawkins, and Mrs. Eva
Entertainment—Marion Stevens, Rena' accepted the Christian life, 113 decided
the coming season would be the great
fdr painting the exterior of the building sidering a team this year aud there Braley, were the committee on enter
est ever known. Proprietors of near- Knight.
tainment at the Monthly social held at
to unite with some church, 55 to reach and adding some new 'song books, will also be several other boy teams.
\ by resorts report heavy advance book
the church vestry, last evening. The
The Webhannet Club held an especial a bible class, 169 to consider Christian The chapel, beginning tonight will be
ings and Kennebunk in common with ly interesting meeting Monday after service as a life work, 263 to do per
entertainment took the form of a St.
other popular sections is bound to share noon. at the attractive home of Mrs. sonal work, 378 to read the bible and open every Wednesday evening from
M. E. Church Notes
Patrick’s day social. The decorations
p.
m.
for
community
ac7.30
to
9.30
Perley Greenleaf, Summer street.
in the prosperity this will induce.
and
entertainment and games all took
pray
daily
and
179
to
give
up
some
bad
tivities under the directory of Y, M. C.
An address by Mrs. Hope Littlefield,
The town schools were closed Friday on “Conservation of Bird Life,” was habit. A number of local boys were
Tne service for public worship is at the color and character of the great
A. Secretary Hosmer.
to permit the- teachers to attend the greatly enjbyed as was also a reading among those who made decisions.
2"p. M. The pastor will preach on “The Irish holiday. Great credit was due
meeting of the York County Teachers’ by Mrs. Somers.
Nineteen fellows and ten men repre The . Lower Village men’s club is First Fundamental of the Plan of Sal- those who planned and promoted the
Six young people from our High sented Kennebunk at the gathering and proving to be a live organization right
Association held in the Biddeford high
evening’s enjoyment.
vation. ”
competed for the prize offered by
school building that day. Sup't. Lam school
the club. The utmost secrecy has pre York coynty sent 87 delegates in all. from the start. There are now over
Sunday School, at 3:15. The public
The long talked of pipe organ is on
bert was named for the committee on vailed as to the name of the winner J it Not only was thisjme of the largest twenty members, six more having been
Men’s - Class the way. It will be installed next
are
cordially invited;
enrolled
Mondav
night.
The
club
is
was
not
made
known
until
'
after
the
Among those
nomination of affairs,
county groups at the conference» \ but
present were—Supt. , J. W. Lambert, essay had been read by Mrs. Libby. their songs, cheers, emblems and en already looking up playground appara taught by E. A. Fairfield. The Sunday week And the subscriptions will all be
Miss Edna Watson proved to be the
Principal A. L. Dennispn, Miss Annie prize winner/ Her composition on “Bird thusiasm attracted as much if not tus, getting together material for light Schpol is booming. Come and help in due by Saturday the 20th of March. '
Later, there is to be a public recital ,
L. Waldron, Miss Alicri Varney, Mrs. Life” was an original, clever piece of more attention than any other one ing the hall apd assigning parts for the crease the interest and success.
The and the formal dedication will be held
At 7 p. m. social worship,
•J. M. Nash, Miss Carrie Burke, Miss work for a girl of her age. It was delegation. The York county basket- mock trial,
Mina E. Stevens, Miss Olive K. Ste heartily applauded by àll present.
chorus singing is a specially helpful on Easter Sunday, in ■ the afternoon,
Just before leaving, Mrs. Greenleaf ball team'won the State champion- = Base ball is in the air unusually early feature of this meeting.
vens, Miss Pansy M. Felch, Miss - Belle
April 4 th. Mor^detalied plans will be
R. Witham, Miss Ethel Getchell and favored the club with several selections ship by defeating both Knox and Cum- this spring and there are very bright
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cousens enter published later.
? on her new “player” piano.
berland county teams.
¡ prospects that Kennebunk will enjoy
Miss Mabel Kelley.
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Our big^dress goods section is filled to overflowing with recent shipments of the new1
e?t and best things obtainable in New Spring Dress Fabrics, including the new
weaves and new colorings from the largest manufacturers. A really wonder
ful collection of choicest dress stuffs for early showings

54 inch Gabadine, at $1.50 45 in.. Check Suiting, at

54 in. Granite Cloth, at $1

36 in. Nuns Veiling, at 5oc

54 in.

40 in

li

7
7
3

Poplin, at $1

Suiting, at 79c 40 in wLoo Crepe, at 69c

75c

4o in. Wool Crepe, at 75c

Silk Sale Continued
ALL THIS WEEK

Greatest Silk Values We Have Ever Offered. Thousands of yards of, new silk at
prices from 20 to 33 per cent, leis than regular

75c

$1 Messaline Silk at

85c 85c Foulard Silk at

89c Silk Poplin at

69c $ 1:25 Foulard Silk at $1

$1 Taffeta Silk at

79c

69c

$1 Fancy Silk Crepe al 75c

78c

WOMEN’S AND MISSES’

|uiiS

[of]
jknt

NEW SPRING SUITS, COATS DRESSES and WAISTS Now Ready
Best Models!

Best Weaves!

Best Colorings!

W. E. Youland Company
Butterick Patterns and The Delineator on Sale

Main Street
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West ‘Kennebunk

Lower Village

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Webber enter
tained a whist party Saturday evening
at their home. The party consisted of
Mr. arid Mrs. W. H. McKellips, Mr.
arid ' Mrs. Charles Moody and Master
Carlisle, Mr. Vernon Merchant and Mr.
Lewis P. Lincoln.
Mrs. John Littlefield, who has been
suffering from a bad stomach trouble
for a number of weeks, is very much
improved
Mrs. Leon McKellips and daughter.
Elizabeth,of Athol, Mass., were in town
Monday.
J. M. Murphy and wife, formerly of
this town, are house keeping on», Grant
street, Biddeford., Mr.. Murphy is
blacksmith for Eugene Gowen.

Gape Porpoisé
Mrs; Hiram- Hutchins is spending a
few weeks with friends in Watertown,
Mass.
News came this week’ of the death of,
one of the more aged summer re si en ts
Mrs. Hannah Ranlett of Lowell, Mass.
Mrs. Ranlett usually spent a part or the
whole of the summer with her daughter
Mrs- Minnie Roper “at the Roper cottage
and was most active for one of her
years. She will be missed by her many
friends
The Semper Paratus Club met last
week with Mrs.- Frank A.' Nunan.
Raymond Sargent of Gloucester, Mass,
spent a part of last week at the home of
A. J, McKenney.
The Ladles Auxiliary of the A. F. E.
A.,, will meet this'week at’the.home of
Mrs. Kate Pinkham.
Mrs. Eva G. Lord of Somerville, Mass,
is the guest of her brother, G. H. Langsford.
George W. Nunan is at tne Trull hos
pital for treatment.
. Mrs. A. J. McKenney was the guest
of Mrs. Emma Nason’of Biddeford a
part of this week.
Mrs. Justin M. Leavitt is .confined to
the house by a cold. \
- The Ladies’ Aid met last week with
Mrs. George H. Larigsford.
Mrs. Alice Hutchins’ class in Sunday
School, the B. M. C. Club, entertained
'the B. T. W. Club, Miss Ida Tilton,
■teacher, in the church vestry Saturday
evening. These were assisted by Mrs.
Victoria Plummer' and. Mrs. Albert
Moody. The pastor, Rev. T P. Baker
and Mrs. Baker, and Miss Daisy' L.
Nunan were invited guests. A fine sup
per was served arid a pleasant" evening
' spent;

Kennebunk ¿Beach
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Mrs. James Willis, „passed away
Friday afternoon after a long illness,
She is survived by a husband, two sons
arid a daughter: The funeral was helu
from her, late residence Sunday afternoon.

Mrs. S. Dixon of So. Eliot is visiting
Mrs. E. A. Goodwin.
'Lawyer J. G. Smith of Saco, was in
town on a business trip Monday.
Frank Atkins has been on - the sick
list the past Week.
Mrs. W. P. Hewey and daughter have,
returned home after an extended visit
with friends in Bangor.
Loyal Workers’ meeting Tuesday
night, was led by Miss Adelaide W.
Hervey. There: were 41 present. A
monthly business meeting was held at
the close. Arthur Clark, Vice Presi
dent presiding.
Sunday Was a memorial day for the
Adventist church. There were 61 pre
sent at Sunday School. At 2 o’clock, p.
m/, thè annual roll call of the church
was held ar which 53 responded to their
names. Five new members united with
the church, an interesting^ and instruct
ive jraper read by- the pastor, special
singing by tne-chorus and a communion
service comprised the program. At the
close of the communion service one'
young lady gave her heart to the Lord.
Pastor Terry- is a fearless aggressive
worker in the cause he loves and has ar
ranged for sevèra! Sundays some special
topics to which the public are cordially
invited-to listen.1 Sunday evening he
spoke on the “Much Mores7’ as found
in Romans 5.
Joseph G. S. Robinson who has been
visiting with his parents: Mr. and Mrs.
LawC. H. Robinson has returned to L-„
rence, Mass. s

Webhannet^Club
Thursday of last week Miss Ella A.
Clarke, of Portland, entertained the
Webhannet Club at the residence of
Robert W. Lord. Miss Clarke in her
usual entertaining and graphic manner
related many interesting experiences
while on a trip abroad-last'summer,
which included the ¿sunny lands of the
Mediterranean, the colder climate of the
Northern Seas and Norway also the fas
cinations of history and life of the Bri
tish Isles.
The Webhanne t Club has been particulary favored in the past few meetings
in having been addressed by William E.
Barry on '‘Antiques,” a collection of
which were exhibited with reminiscences
di olden times.
On an other occasion H. W. Shaylor,
Supervisor of Drawing, of Portland,
held the close Attention of the ladies in
his very instructive and interesting ad
dress on “Color Harmony,” displaying
sketches with information as to why we
enjoyed looking at them.
At the last meeting an essay oh “The
Value, of Bird Life’’was read before the
Webhannet Club, the prize essay in
competition, by th e High School stu
dents; The judges awarding this to
‘ ‘ Adastra’ ’ who proved to be Miss M.
Edna W atson.
March 15th the Webhannet Club will
meet with Mrs; A. W. Meserve.
Program;
Current Events
Roll Call
x Discoveries:
Miss Locke
Geographical
Mrs. Dumnison
Archarological
the Club
At the close of the program
„
will visit some of the manufacturing
plants of the town,through the courtesy
of Charles W. Goodnow.

Communication

Mrs. Sewell Hubbard, who has been
A bill of $150 was presented the
,j visiting Mr. and . Mrs; R. J. Grant ol
Selectmen for payment at their meet
j West; Kennebunk returned home ing Saturday for printing town report
Ig Monday.
for 1914, it was not paid. Why?
Perhaps the Selectmen are waiting to
? Miss Lena Babine was a Portlanc see how many reports fell apart before
che recipients had an opportunity to
I ■ yisitoir recently.
I Mrs. Hope Littlefield gave an ad read them.
This is one of the marks of efficient
B dress, “Conservation of-Bird Life,” at work
'so much hollered about by the
.the Webhannet Club, which met at Eastern Star the last two years done
I; Mrs. P. D. Greenleaf’s, Kennebunk, on it that office.
i Monday afternoon.
Hose Companies Banquet
IP- Clement Huff made^a trip to' Biddejb ford-on Monday.
Mousam Hose Co., No. 1 and Safe
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Winter, who guard Co.', No. 2, held a joint banquet
|; Attended the Y. M. C.j-A. Boys’ ’con- it their hall Monday evening, it bei ng
; ference in Portland Sunday, returned die first affair of this kind since the or
v home Monday/
ganization of the younger company.
- The W. P. M. club met with“Mrs. An oyster stew supper was prepared by
| [ Clarence Hubbard, Wednesday-, The Steward, George O. Cook assisted by
|| i. club will meet on March * lOtli with committees from each Company, which
| Mrs. C. E. Currier at-the Neighbor? was relished and enjoyed by .all.
Tne companies had as guests Chief
| ! hood House.
Elmer Roberts, ex-chiefs W. H. Little
Repairs are being made on the Sew- field and Edgar D. Bragdon, ’Assistant
Engineers Maurice S. Costellow, Ira H.
tt all Hubbard cottage.
Wells and A. F. Littlefield and Charles
i Mrs. Johnson Moulton, Mrs, Hope D. Nason, driver of the supply wagon.
Littlefield and Mrs. .-Grace Currier,
After supper toastmaster J. Frank
g attended the Olympian club-which was W arren called upon the guests and sev
firemen for remarks to which all
U entertained at Mrs. Dr. Prescott’s of eral
responded in a pleasing fashion.
IN » Kennebunkport on Saturday afternoon.
■ I- Clarence Hubbard was a Portiand
|| I visitor on Tuesday. ....
I'i Master George Shaw accompanied
VETERINARY SURGEON
tl Mr. and Mrs. Archie Winter home from
and PHYSICIAN
¡ Portland vn Monday. We were very
: sorry to learn that it was necessary to Graduate of U. of Penn. State
|i [ remove the injured eye of Master
Veterinary Deputy.
I A’.George Shaw, while at the eye and ear
Phone 106
SANFORD, ME
Hi infirmary.
Josephine Babine, who has been visitj|if trig his aunt, Mrs, Joseph Babine, reCLARINET
PIANO
4 turned to his home in North Wilming? French
Method
Faelten System
B l ? ton, Mass;., on Saturday.
Kte Mr. 'and Mrs. Clarence Hubbard ^npteftained guests from Kennebunkport
-------Teacher of------I [ on Sunday. • :
Mr, and Mrs. Ralph Walker, who CLARINET and PIANO
|have been visiting relatives in Boston, Studios:—241 Congress St., Portland
I returned home Monday.
Tel‘ 106-12 Fletcher St., Kennebunk
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•chapter xxxil
Light Engine.

Toward the close of that .summer’s
day it was the whim of that arch-man
ager of theatricals whom mien call
Fate to stage an anticlimax in the
midst of a vast and hilly expanse of
desolate middle western country—a
rude and rugged disk of earth which
boasted no human .tenancy within a
circle of its far-flung horizon and was
bisected, not neatly, rather irregular-?,
ly, -by the flowing doubleTine of steel
ribbons which marked the railroad’s
right of way over the old Santa Fe
trail.
So much for the stage: the light ef
fects were provided exclusively by the
crimson, and purple and gold of a por
tentous“1 sunset; the properties em
ployed were simply a special train and
what is known as a light engine (mean
ing a locomotive unhandicapped by
cars); audience there was none, if one
except the actors—who were one and
all far too deeply preoccupied with the
interpretation of their 'several roles
to be aware of the show.
They were not many in number:
perhaps half a dozen aboard .the spe
cial train—which was. making away as
fast as it’ could run toward the glory
‘of the sunset; as -many more aboard
the light engine.
It was the engineer who started the
trouble. After bringing his monster
to a full pause, he Turned upon his
passengers and—not without plausible
excuse—violently indicted Mr; Alan
Law for abuse of his and his fire
man’s trustfulness. This the said.fire
man (climbing forward over the ten
der) vigorously applauded.
They had been engaged, both gentle
men asserted vigorously, for nothing
more dangerous than a quick run
across the prairies, in furtherance of
the unspecified plans of Mr. Alan Law'
and his companion,; Miss Judith Trine.
After starting out, they had wickedly
and maliciously been bribed by the
said Law to put on speed and catch up
with the special, in order that He might
rescue from the latter a young woman,
his bride-to-be and the sister of MissTrine.
But—and here was the grievance—
they hadn’t bargained to be shot at
with pistols; And precisely that out
rage had been put upon then! during
and subsequent to the moment of res
cue.
It was unhappy Mr; Barcus who pre
cipitated the affair. This gentleman
was suffering from a severe sprain to
his sense of decent pride. In the serv
ice of Miss Rose Trine and her be
trothed, Mr. Law, Barcus had black
ened his face and hands to the hue of
ebony and had garmented himself in
the garb of -a Pullman porter, surren
dering himself to humiliating service
to those aboard the special, suffering
their insolence and scorn without a
murmur, but with the tides of wrath
mounting ever higher in his bosom.
And now, when at length he had
won his freedom from that ignomini
ous servitude, it was only to be sworn
at and vilified, as a common nigger, by
railroad hands!
It was the fireman (to be just) who
brought the row to a focus by a slight
ing reference to that. “shiftless and
misbegotten dinge.”
He repented quite promptly. Mr.
Barcus jumped for his throat with a

H. N. EAMES, Y. M. D.
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JOSEPH D’ASCANIO

|C Boot and Shoes Repairing by the aid of modern machinery
K Custom Work. ' Ladies’ Shoes a Specialty, Shoe Pol
ishing Parlor. Open Half-a-day Sundays.,
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One of His Arms Was Around Her
Shoulder.

bellow of: rage. The brakeman, leaped
for his shovel and brandished it threat
eningly. Mr. Barcus made nothing of
that: he closed in without hesitation
and got the fireman by the throat, pro
ceeding to shake the breath out qf his
body with the greatest good will and
dispatch. In the course of this enter
tainment the fireman slipped on the
cab platform, trod on nothing, and
went oyer backwards, taking Mr. BarcuS with him to the ballast.
At almost the same moment Mr.
Law, attempting to restrain the engi
neer from going to the assistance of
his fellow-worker, duckefl in under a
vicious swing for his chin, grappled
with his foe,, tripped him up—-and went
with his to’ the! ground on the oppo-.
site side of the locomotive from that’
occupied by Mr. Barcus and the fireman.
For the next several seconds he was
very busy indeed keeping his face out
of the ballast. The engineer was a
heavy man, buf active and infuriated.
He fought like a demon unchained. 'It
was all ver.y exciting. Mr. Law was
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even beginning to enjoy it when he
heard a woman chrif’’-’. / t ”ie s-ame
instant revolvers began to po>
Mr. Law released his foe almost as
quickly as he was released. Both rose
as one man, to find Judith? Trine be
side them, a little smile of excitement
playing round her lips as «he looked
up the track and watched the special
slow down to a stop—several persons
bn the back platform plying busy trig?
ger-fingers all the while.
As these last threvVopen the plat
form gates and dropped to the ballast,
still perforating the air with many bul
lets, Mr. Law, Miss Judith Trine, and
that late belligerent, the engineer,'
turned simultaneously and sought the
rear of the tender.
On the opposite side they found
Rose Trine and Mr. Barcus standing
uncertainly above the body of the fire
man,. who, it appeared, had stunned
himself in falling and remained in
sensible.
>
The appearance of Law and Judith
from behind the tender, closely pur
sued by the engineer, who was in turn
closely pursued by gentlemen with re
volvers, stirred Barcus and Rose to ac
tion. Alan passed him ¿at a round
pace, pausing only long enough to seize
Rose and drag her with him toward
the special. Judith flung him a phrase
of well-meant advice in passing:
“Come along, you simpleton—unless
you want to be shot down where you
standI”
Mr. Barcus acted bn that advice, as
immediately as resentfully. Judith
Trine was little before him at the
steps of the Pullman: Mr. Law had al
ready assisted Rose aboard. Mr. Barcps ungraciously gave place to the
lady: his ingrained chivalry sorely
strained by bullets that kicked
among the ballast round his feet.

Chapter

mountains, barren mesas, and sunsmitten flats given over to the desolate
genius of sagebrush.
Whatever had been the tenor of the
communication between father and
daughter, Judith eventually emerged
from the drawing'room in an ominous
temper. Barcus, coming drowsily
away from his compartment at’ the
same time, was jarred wide awake by'
sight of the foreboding countenance;
she wore; and after a moment of doubtfollowed her back to the lounge at the;
r.ear of the car.
He got there in time to see her at
rigid standstill, staring steadfastly at
the two figures so close together on'
the observation platform. But on
his appearance Judith shook herself
together, snatched up a magazine, and
plunged wrathfully into an easy chair,
burying her nose between the pages bf
the publication with ’every indication
of1 deep interest in its text.
Mr. Barcus, however, had learned
the lesson of bitter experience to the
effect that the outward bearing of
Miss Judith Trine was no sure index
to her inward humor—unless, that is,
it might be taken, to indicate the di
rect contrary of its semblance;
though even this was no reliable rule.
Reminding himself of this, he there-,
fore invented a morbid interest in an
other magazine—round the edge of
which he kept a wary eye upon the
young woman.
For all her exasperation, Judith con
tained herself longer than might have
been expected. Her continued show
pf placidity, indeed, lulled Barcus into
a dangerous feeling of security. Per
suaded that she meant to behave, he
gradually ceased to watch her as nar
rowly as at first, and lost himself in a
morose reverie whose subject was the
seemingly permanent mourning into
which he had plunged his face and

“Will you be good if I let you out?1*
“Perfectly.”
“No more shenanigan?”
!
“I promise.”
“Word of honor?”
“If my word of honor means any
thing to you—you have it.”
“Well . . .!” he said dubiously.
In the same humor he turned and re
leased the knob; promptly Judith
opened it wide and swept out into the
.corridor, her mood now one of really
fetching mockery.
“Thank you so much!” she laughed
into hjs face of discomfiture; and drop
ping him an ironic curtsy, she turned
forward and swung into the drawing
room occupied by Trine.
“Wonder What she put that on for?”
he speculated, with reference to the
ankle-long Pullman wrapper which Ju
dith had seen fit to. don during he?
period of captivity. “Heaven knows
it’s hot enough without wearing mom
clothing than decency demands . . .
But you never can tell about a wom
an ... I bet a dollar live made a
blithering ass of myself—letting '•her
loose at all!”
He took his doubts aft, communi
cating them to Alan and Rose.
Arid his long conference with Alan
and Rose on the observation platform
afforded Judith ample opportunity in
which undetected to suborn the train
crew to treachery.
Whether she did or not, this is what
happened in the course of the next
hour: the special was forced to take a
siding to make way for the California
limited, east-bound; and when this had
passed, the engine of the special
coughed apologetically and pulled
swiftly out, leaving the Pullman stalled
on the siding.
From the rear of the tender the
brakeman and fireman waved affecting
farewells to the indignant faces of
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Pullman.

“Come inside,” Law suggested, “and
introduce me to the brakeman. I pre
sume I’ve, got to fix things up with
him—”
“If there’s really any doubt in your
mind as to that,” Barcus said, rising,
“I don’t mind telling you you’re right.”
He paused as Alan entered the car
before him and was greeted by a storm
of vituperation that fairly blistered
the panels of the' Pullman. Mr. Seneca
Trine, helpless in his invalid chair,
thus celebrated his introduction to the
young man whom he had never before
seen whose life he had schemed to
take these, many years. His heavy
voice boomed and echoed through the
car like the sounding of a tocsin.
Alan made no effort to respond, but
listened with his head critically to
one side and an exasperating expres
sion of deep interest informing his
countenance until Mr. Trine was
out^ of breath ’and vitriol; when
the younger man bowed with the slight
est shade of mockery in his manner
and waved a tolerant hand to Barcus.
“He has, no doubt,” Alan inquired,
“his.own private cell aboard this car?”
“Yas, suh!” Barcus agreed, aping
well the manner of his apparent caste
and color. “Ain’t dat de troof?”
“Take him away, then,” Alan re
quested wearily—“if you please.”
|
“Yas, suh!” Barcus replied, with I
nimble alacrity seizing the back of the ,
wheeled chair and swinging it round I
for a spin up the length of the car.
Before Trine had recovered enough
to curse him properly, the door to his
drawing room was closed and Barcus
was ambling back down the aisle.
His grin of relish at this turning Of
the tables bn the monomaniac proved,
however, short-lived. It erased itself
in’a twinkling- when Judith shouldered
roughly past him, wearing a sullen
and forbidding countenance, and flung
herself into the drawing room with
her father.
The cause of her temper was riot
far to seek: at the far erid of the car
Alan was bending solicitously over the
chair in which Rose was resting. One
of his arms was around her shoulder.
Her face was lifted confidently to his.
Barcus mused morosely on his ap
prehension of trouble a-brew, simmer
ing oyer the waxing fire of that strange
woman’s jealousy. He didn’t like the
prospect, at all. If only Alan and Rose
hadn’t been so desperately in love
that they couldn’t keep away from one
another! If only Alan had been sen
sible enough to outwit the woman and
leave her behind when he started in
pursuit of the special! If-only there
had not been that light engine in pur
suit—as Barcus firmly believed it must
be—loaded to the guards with Trine’s
unscrupulous hirelings!
No telling when they might catch
up!
•The fear of this last catastrophe
worked together with his fears of Ju
dith to render that night a sleepless
. one for Barcus. He spent it in a chair
whence he could watch both the door
to the compartment Judith had chosen
for her own (formerly Marrophat’s
quarters) and the endless ribbons of
steel'that swept beneath the tracks.
But nothing happened. He napped
uneasily from time to time, waking
with a start of fright; but; always to
find nothing amiss. Ever Judith
stopped behind that closed door, and
ever the track behind was innocent of
the glare of a pursuing headlight.
Nor did anything untoward mark the
progress of the morning—unless, -in
deed, Judith’s .protracted "sessions
with her father behind the closed
door of .the drawing robin were to be
counted ominous.
Ever since lunch-time the girl had
been closeted with her father ; Barcus
had been getting some well-earned and
sorely-needed rest in his quarters;
Alan standing his watch on the obser
vation platform, in company with
- Rose; and the train booming along
through an uncouth wilderness of arid
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Struck the Caboose With a Crash Like the Explosion of a Cannon.

hands for the purposes of his masquerade—staining them a shade of
ebony upon which soap and water arid
scrubbing had no effect whatever. And
he had invented a most excruciating
method of revenging himself upon the
druggist who had taken advantage of
his confidence and sold him the ineradiable dye—when he was roused by
the sudden flight of a magazine across
the car, missing his head by a bare
two inches, and the bang of a chair
overturned by Judith as she, jumped
up and flufig herself furiously toward
the door.
Just what had happened on the obserration platform Barcus didn’t know,
but he could readily believe that the
lovers had just indulged in some espe
cially provoking and long-drawn-out.
caress.
He overhauled Judith none too soon.
Tn another moment she would have
had her sister by the throat—if her;
purpose had riot been to throw Rose;
bodily overboard, as Barcus suspected.
Happily, he was as quick on his feet
as Judith on hers; and almost before
he had grasped the situation, he had
grasped her—had seized her arms and
drawn them forcibly behind her back,;
at -the same time swinging her round
and endeavoring to propel her back
through the doorway.
It was a man-size job. For the ensriing^five minutes he had his hands full
of violently resentful and superbly
able-bodied young woman. Only with
the greatest difficulty did he succeed
in wrestling her up the aisle and to
the door of her compartment, where
an eyen more furious resistance for
some additional minutes prefaced the
ultimate closing of the door upon the.
maddened Judith. Even then he might
not draw a free breath: there was no
way of locking that door from the out
side; and he dared not leave go the
handle, lest the girl again fly out and
renew the battle.
Waving aside Alan’s proffer of as
sistance, he acidly advised that gen
tleman to return to his post of duty
and not let his infatuation blind him
to what might at any moment loom:
up on the track behind them, Barcus
stoutly held the door against the girl’s
attempt to pull it open arid through
another period when she occupied her
self with kicking its panels as if hope
ful of breaking a way.out. A long:
pause followed. He heard no sounds
from within. And wearying, he ‘ won
dered what the devil she was up to.Then her voice penetrated the barrier,!
its accents calm and not unamiable:
“Mr. Barcus! ”
“Hello!” he replied, startled. “What
is it, Miss Judith ?”
“Please let me out.”
“Not much.”
“Oh—please!”
Struck by the fact that she hadn’t
lost her temper on hearing his refusal,he hesitated.x It was very true that he
couldn’t stay there forever, holding on
to that knob.

Alan and Barcus when they showed in,
the front doorway.
CHAPTER XXXIV.

Hand Car.

“Well!” Mr. Barcus broke a silence
whose eloquerice may not be translated:
in print—“can you beat it?” .
“Not with this outfit,” Alan admit
ted gloomily.
“But—damn it!—we’ve got to.”
“Profanity—even yours, my friend—
won’t make this Pullman move Without,
an engine.”
“All the saine, we can’t stop here
like bumps on a log, waiting for that
gang of thugs to sail up in the light
engine and cut our blessed throats.”
Mr. Law answered this unanswer
able contention only with a shrug.
Then, stepping out on the forward
platform of the Pullman, he cast a
hopeless eye over the landscape.
Raw, rugged hills hemmed in the
right of way, hills whose vast flanks’
were covered with dense thickets of
mesquite, chapparal, sagebrush and
cacti, the haunt of Owls and rattle
snakes and—solitude. No way of es
cape- from that pocket in the hills oth-'
er than by the railroad itself.
He lowered his gaze to the tracks
and siding—and started sharply.
“Eh—what now?” Barcus inquired
with interest,
“Some thoughtful body has left an
old hand car over there in the ditch,”
Alan replied. “Maybe it isn’t beyond
service—”
“With me supplying the horsepower,
I suppose!” “Horse isn’t the word,” Alan cor
rected meticulously; and escaped the
other’s wrath by dropping down to the
ballast and trotting- over to the ditch,
where the hand car lay.
“Looks as if it might work,” he an
nounced. ‘“Come along and lend me a
hand.”
“Half a minute,” Barcus answered,
dodging suddenly, back into the car.
When he reappeared,- after, some five
minutes, Rose accompanied him, arid
Barcus was smiling as brilliantly as
though nothing whatever was wrong
with his world.
“Sorry to keep you waiting, old top,”
he explained; “but I was smitten with
an inspiration. There didn’t seem to
be any sense in letting the amiable
Judith loose upon this fair land, so I
found a coil of wire in the porter’s
closet and wired the handle Of the,
drawing room door ffist to the barsacross the aisle. It’ll take her some
time «to get out, now, without assist
ance.”
Teh minutes more had passed before
the two grimy and perspiring gentle
men succeeded in placing the hand car
upon the tracks.
“It’s a swell -little hand car,” Bar
cus, observed grimly : .“no wonder they
threw it away.”'
“What’s the difference how it looks,
as long as it will go?”
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arid to raise and appropriate a sum of money therefor, on petition of
N- P. M. Jacobs and 18 others.

WELLS WARRANT FOR TOWN
ME« NEXT MONDAY

Fortieth—To see if.the Town will vote to set off a portion of the
highway leading from Wells Corner to Cole’s Corner as a side walk and
raise a sum of money to repair and build said side-walk, on petition of
W. J. Storer and 10 others.

To John W. Jacobs, a constable of the town of Wells, in the County
of York.
Greeting:
In the name of the, State of Maine, you are hereby required to
notify and warn the inhabitants of said town of Wells, qualified by
law to vote in towhaffairs, to meet in the-Town Hall in said Town,
on Monday, the fifteenth day .of March, A. D., 1915 at nine o’clock
in the forenoon; then and there to aet on the following articles to
wit:—

Forty-second—rTo see if the Town will vote .Jo raise the sum or
$414.60, the town’s share of the joint expense for maintenance on
state highways for the year 1914, according to the account of the State
Highway Commission.

First—To choose a moderator to preside at said meeting.
Second—To hear and act on the report of the Town Officers.

Thirds—To choose a Town Clerk, Three Selectmen, Assessors, Over
seers of the Poor, Town Treasurer, Collector of taxes, Town Agent,
one member of Superintending School Committee for three years, one
Auditor of Accounts, and other necessary Town Officers for the ensu
ing year.

Fouth—To see what sum of money the town will vote arid raise for
the support of the Poor and other incidental Town Charges for the
ensuing year.
Fifth—To see what sum of money the Town will vote arid raise for
the support of the common schools for the ensuing year.

Sixth—To see what sum of money the Town Will vote and raise for
text books for the ensuing year.
Seventh—To see what sum of money the town will vote and raise
for the support of The Free High School for the ensuing year.

Eighth—To see what sum of money the town will vote and raise
for the repairs of school houses for the ensuing year.
Ninth—To see what sum of money the Town will vote and raise for
the maintenance and repairs of highways, roads and bridges for the
ensuing year.

Tenth---To see if the Town will' vote yes or no on the question of
appropriating and raising money necessary to entitle the town to
State Aid, as provided in section 20 of Chapter 130 of the Public Laws
of 1913.

Eleventh—To see if the- Town will appropriate and raise the sum of
.$732, for the improvement of the section of state aid roads as out
lined in the report of the state highway commission,, in addition to the
amounts regularly raised for the care of ways, highways and bridges;
the above amount^being the maximum .which the Town is allowed to
raise under the provisions of section 19. of? Chapter 139 of the Public
Laws of 1913.

Twelfth—To see what sum of money the Town will vote and raise
to defray the expenses of breaking down snow for the present year.

Forty-first—To see if the Town will vote to repair the - sidewalk
leading, from Wells Corner to the Boston and. Maine R, R. Private
Way, and raise a sum of money therefor, on] petition of W. J. Store
and 10 others.

Forty-third—To see if the Town will vote to build and repair tho
breakwater at Wells Beach from the residence of Aaron Perkins to the
summer cottage of John M. Davis on the Atlantic House site and
raise a sum of money therefor, on petition of H. A. Littlefield and
others.
Forty-fourth—To see if the Town will vote to repair the Island Ledge
Road so called leading to Wells Beach and raise a sum of money there
for on petition of H. A. Littlefield and others.
Forty-fifth—To see if the town will vote to accept the new Town
way as laid out by the Selectmen bn petition of C. W Tebbetts arid 29
others, and to see what sum of money the Town will vote to grant and
raise for the same.

Forty-sixth—To see if the Town will authorize the Town Treasurer
to borrow money on the credit of the Town, and fix the rate per cent,
and limit the amount to be borrowed.
Forty-seventh—To see if the Town will vote to place two or more
cells in the Town Building, and raise a sum of money therefor, on pe
tition: of J. B. Clark and 10 others.

Forty-eighth—To see if the town will vote to purchase an adding '
machine for use in the Office of the Municipal Officers and raise a sufti
of money therefor.
. z
Forty-ninth—To see if the town will vote to purchase Fire Hose for
use at Drakes Island and raise a sum of »money therefor.

Fiftieth—To see if the Town will vote to fix the compensation of
the Collector for the ensuing year.
Fifty-first—To see if the Town will vote to fix the compensation of
the ¡Treasurer for the ensuing year.
The Selectmen hereby give notice that they will be in session at their
office in Wells for the purpose of correcting list of voters on Saturday,
March 13, A. D., 1915, from one o’clock; to four o’clock on the after
noon and on the day of the meeting at 8 o’clock in the forenoon.

Hereof fail not to make due service of this Warrant and a
return of your doings thereon at time and place] of this'
meeting.
Given under our hands at said Wells this sixth day of1 March,fA.D. 191K

Thirteenth—To see what sum of money the Town will vote and
raise towards payment of the indebtedness;of the Town and interest
due on said indebtedness.

WILLIAM M. TRIPP
HERVEY A. HILTON
JOHN E. WEST
Selectmen of Wells

Fourteenth—To see what sum of money the Town will vote and
raise for the transportation of High School Scholars for the ensuing
year.
Fifteenth—To see what sum of money the Town will vote and raise
to be expended by Abraham Lincoln: Post G. A. R. in observance of
Memorial Day.
Sixteenth—To see what sum of money the Town will vote and raise
for destroying Brown Tail Moths for 1915.
Seventeenth—To see what sum of money the Town will vote and
raise to pay the running expense of the Town Hall Building.
Eighteenth—To see if the town will vote to fix the speed limit of
automobiles in the town and take other necessary action for the en
forcement of the automobile, law.

A GRAND SUCCESS!
THE “NEW-ERA”
Money Saving Club

Nineteenth—To see if the Town will fix the time as between the
first day of December and April of each year in which clams may be
taken within its. limits, and fix the price for which its Municipal
Officers shall grant permits therefo'r.
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Twenty-first—To see what sum of mpney the Town Will vote arid
raise for hydrant rental as per contract.
Twenty-second—To see if the Town of Wells will vote to contract
with the Mousam Water Company to locate and establish two hydrants
for Winter and summer service at Ogunqnit Beach, one near the resi
dence of Charles W Tibbetts and the other near the summer cottage
of O. J. Hubbard and raise a sum of money therefor on petition of C.
yr. Tibbetts and others.

. Twenty-third—To see if the Town-will vote to repair : the highway
from C. C. M. Littlefield’s,'Corner, to Gray’s C°rner> so called; and
raise a sum of money therefor on petition of Lester W. Littlefield
and 13 others.
Twenty-fourth—To .see if the Town will vote to sell and convey the
whole or part of the Town Farm and wood lot adjoining, arid author
ize it's agents te convey the same on petition of J. H. Mildram and 11
others.
\
Twenty-fifth—To see if the town will vote to repair trie highway
between the George F. Dixon Bridge so called rind the residence of B.
H. Hilton and raise a sum of money therefor on petition of M. A.
Bourne and 21 others.
Twenty-sixth—To see if the town will vote to exempt from tax
ation for 5 years or any other time, cattle under three years of age or
any other ages on petition of Geo. F. Dixon and 20 others.

Twenty-seventh—To see if the Town will vote to grant permit to F.
W. Sherburn to build a Cattle Pass across the highway near his resi
dence under supervision of the Selectmen, on petition of F. W. Sher-,
burn and 26 others.
.
- Twenty-eighth—To see if the town will vote to cut down Jake Hill
so called near the residence of Chandler E. Hilton, also-the hill near
the Nathaniel Hilton road and raise and appropiate a sum of money to
be expended as a special appropriation on staid highway, on petition of
Frank E. Kimball and 12 others.

Twenty-ninth—To see ifi the town will vote to raise the sum of
three hundred and fifty dollars to be used as a special appropriation to
cut doWn Hubbards Hill so called, beginning at a point opposite the
eastern side of Joshua F. Hilton’s lane to a point opposite an Ash tree
at the side of said Hilton’s barn, on petition of George F. Stevens and
28 others;
Thirtieth—To see if the town will vote to allow the Schools,
Societies and organizations in the town free use of the Town Hall on
petition of E. Garland and 14 others.
Thirty-first—To see if the town will vote to purchase ten fire ex
tinguishers of. the ten dollar size to be placed in some suitable place
at Wells Depot, Maine, for use in case of fire ip that locality, upon
.petition cf Frank L. Buker and 10 others.

Thirty-second—To see-if the Town will vote to continue for the next
school year, the School in Div. 7 (Gray’s Corner) on recommendation
of the superintending school committee.
Thirty-third—To see if the town will vote to. continue for the next
school year, the School in Div. 12, on recommendation of the superin
ending school committee.

I wrong

Thirty-fourth—To see if the Town will vote to continue for the next
school year, the school in Div. 6, on recommendation of the- superin
tending school committee.
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Membership Is Increasing Hourly

Twentieth—To see if- the Town will vote to fix the time in which
clams may be taken within its limits and the prices for which its
Municipal Officers shall grant permits therefor.
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Opened with Remarkable Response.

Thirty-fifth—To see if the Town will vote to continue for the next
School Year, the school in Div. 10, on recommendation of the super
intending school committee.
Thirty-sixth—To see if the Town Will vote to buy the Piano now in
the Town Hall, for school and other uses and raise money for same,
on petition of L. H. Storer and 17 others.

Thirty-seventh—To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Select
men to install Electric Street Lights on the Line of the Lower Post
Road, beginning at Cole’s Corner and extending to Ogunquit River*
and at Wells Beach and on Depot street to Boston & Maine" R. R.
station and raise a sum of money therefor and hoW same shall be
raised on the unanimous recommendation of the Wells Board of Trade,
bn petition of W. J. Storer and 9 others.
Thirty-eighth—To see if the Town will vote to authorize the super
intending school committee to unite with the Town of North Berwick
or some other town in the employment of a Superintendent of Schools.
Thirty-ninth—To see if the Town will vote to pay all or any part of
the expenses in transporting scholars to and from Wells High School

JOIN NOW !
It is healthful to sew with a “Standard Rotary” Sit-Straight. Beautiful
quiet to the point of “noiseless”—so easy ‘running that sewing is a pleasure.
It sews with astonishing, ease both lock and chain stitch. Perfect in every
detail.
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SEWING MACHINE

“But. will it?” Barcuf^doubted.
Somewhere far back along the line a
locomotive hooted mournfully.
“It’s got to!’’.Alan replied, helping
Rose aboard. “If we can only get but
of sight before they get here—”
“Don’t worry,” Barcus advised:
“that’s a freight whistle.”
“Maybe you can distinguish the
whistle of a freight frpm that of a pas
senger train—I don’t say you can’t;
but I’ll take no chanc.es bn your judg
ment being good. Hop aboard here if
you’re, coming with us!”
Slowly, the hand car stirred on its
grease-hungry and complaining axles;
slowly it gathered momentum and
eurged noisily up the track as Alan
and Barcus, on opposite sides of the
handlebar, alternately rose and fell
back; slowly it mounted the slight
grade to the bend in the track, rounded
it, lost sight of the stalled Pullman
on the siding and began to move more
swiftly on a moderate down grade.
Behind it the thunder of an ap
proaching train grew momentarily in
volume, lending color to the theory of
Mr. Barcus that what they had heard
had been the whistle of a freighter
rather than of the light engine. But
just as Alan was about to advocate
leaving the tracks and taking the hand
car with them' to clear the' way for the
train, its rumble began to diminish,
grew less and beautifully less, and was
stilled,
“What do you make of that?” Alan
panted across the racking bar.
“The obvious,” Barcus returned.
“The freight has taken the siding to
wait for some other through train to
pass. We’ll have to look sharp and be
ready to jump.”
The grade became a trace more
steep; the car moved with less reluc-

impishly to herself in anticipation of
the time and the event she was biding
with such patience as she could mus
ter.
The whistle of a locomotive over
taking the freight sounded the signal
for her to take action on her cherished
plan.
Rising, she glanced out of the open
door. A curve in the track below the
freight, laboring up a steep grade, en
abled her to catch a glimpse of a head
light, followed by a string of lighted
windows, indicating a single car: the
special, beyond a doubt.
Without hesitation, since the train
was not running at speed' she dropped
out to the ballast,- wheeled smartly
about, caught the handbar at the end
of the box car as it passed and swung
herself up between it and the caboose.
A trifle later the freight gained the
summit of the grade and began to run
more smoothly.
Climbing to the top of the box car
she peered keenly through the gloam
ing, which was not yet so dense that
she might not. discern two heads pro-

tance.

“Let go,” Alan advised: “it’ll coast
down the balance- of this incline—arid
we’d better save our strength.”
But they had barely regained their
breath and mopped the streaming
sweat away from their eyes when, a
second whistle,) of a different tone,
startled both back to their task.
Catching the eye of Barcus Alan
nodded despairingly.
“Afraid it’s all up with us now,” he
groaned; “that sounded precisely like
the whistle of the light engine.”
“Sure it did!” Barcus agreed. “It
wouldn’t be us if we had any .better
luck. The saints be praised for this
grade!”
For all its age and decrepitude the
hand car made a very-fair pace at the
urge of the two who rose arid sagged
again without respite on either side
the handlebar; and- the grade was hap
pily long, turning and twisting like a
snake through the hills.
A little grace was granted them,
moreover, through the circumstance
(as they afterward discovered) that
the light engine had stopped at the
siding long enough to couple up Trine’s
Pullman—thus automatically ceasing'
to be a light engine, and becoming a
special.
It was fully a quarter of an hour be
fore the growing rumble of the latter
warned the trio on the hand car, just
as it gained the end of the grade and
addressed itself to a level though tor
tuous stretch of track.
And at this point discovery of the
switch of a spur line that shot off
southward into the hills furnished Alan
with his independent inspiration.
Stopping the hand car after it had
jolted oyer the frogs, he jumped down,
set the switch to shunt the pursuit off
to the spur, and leaped back .upon
the car.
Hardly had they succeeded' in work
ing the hand car up round the shoulder
of the next bend when the special took
the switch without pause and the roar
of its progress, shut off by an inter
vening mountain, was suddenly stilled
to a murmur.
But even so, there was neither rest
for the weary nor much excuse for
self-congratulation; the rumble of the
special was not altogether lost to hear
ing when the thunder of the freight
replaced and drowned it out.
Of a sudden, releasing the handlebar, Alan stood up and signed to Barcus to imitate his example.
“Well—?” this last panted, when he
had obeyed.
“Jump off—leave the hand car where
it is—they’ll have to stop to clear it off
the track.”
“And then?”
“I’ll buy a lift from them If it takes
my last dollar in the world,” Alan
promised. “It’s our only hope. We
can’t keep up this/heartbreaking busi
ness forever—and it can’t be long be
fore Trine and Marrophat discover
their mistake!”

Judith Uncoupling the Caboose.

truding from the window of the spe
cial’s engine, one on dither side.
At a venture, ehd snatched off her
coat and waved it wildly in the air.
An arm answered the signal- from
one window of the pursuing locomo
tive.
Marrophat, of course!
She turned and peered ahead. The
freight was approaching a trestle that
spanned a wide and shallow gully.
So much the better!
Dropping down again between the
cars, she set herself to solve the prob
lem of uncoupling the caboose.
In this she was successful just as
the last car rolled out on the trestle

Its own impetus carried the caboose
to the middle of the trestle before it
stopped.
As this happened, Alan and Barcus,
already warned of ah emergency by
the slowing down of the car, and for
The first payment may be as little as 5c, which brings a beautiful machine
some time alive to the fact that the
to your home, as soon aS club membership has been accepted. Second week
special was again in pursuit, leaped
you pay 10c, the next week you pay 15c, adding 5c more each week] than
out upon the ties and helped Rose to
previous week until the machine is paid for in full. Then the .machine is
alight.
yours for life.
Already the last Of the freight was
SAVE AS YOU SEW”
whisking off the trestle, its crew thus
TABLB OB WEEKLY PAYMENTS
far unconscious of their loss.
$0.05
.55
1,05
1.55
And behind them the special was
REMARKABLE FEATURES
1st Week 11th Week 21st Week 31st-Week
plunging forward at unabated speed.
.6®
.10
1.10
1.60
of the “New-Era” Plan
There was no time to execute their
2nd Week 12th Week 22nd Xyeek 32nd Week
plan of the first desperate instant—to
1— -The “Standard Rotary” Sit,15
.65
1.15
Í.65
run along the ties to safety on the
Straight Sewing Machine.
3rd Week 13th Week 23rdWeek 33rd Week
solid, earth: the distance was too .
2— -Choice of six new 1915
.20
.70
1.20
1.70
great;
they could not possibly make it.
4th Week 14th Week 24th Week 34 th Week
Models and six Money-Sav
. With common impulse the two men
.25
.75
1.25
1.75
ing Agreements.
glanced down to the bottom of the
Sth Week 15th Week 25th Week 35th Week
gully, then looked at. each other with
3—Pay as little as 5c the first
.80
.30
1.30
1Í80
eyes
informed by common inspiration.
week.
6th Week 16th Week 26th Week 36 th -Week
Barcus announced in a breath:
4— Pay as little as 50c the first
.35
.85,
1.35
1.85
“Thirty feet—not more.”
7th Week 17th Week 27th Week 37th Week
month.
Alan replied: “Gan you hold the
5—Cash Dividends of 10c each
.40
.90
1.40
1.90
weight of the two of us for half a min
18th
Week
8th
Week
28th
Week
38th
Week
issued.
ute?”
Final Pay
.95
.45
1.45
Barcus shrugged: “I can try. We
Óth Week 19th Week 29th Week ment 94J4R
might as well—even if I can’t.”
1.951.00
1.50
See Us Today — Don’t Wait ! .10th.50
39th Week
While speaking, he was lowering
Week 20th Week 30th Week
himself between the ties.
Copyright 1915. F C Henderte Company
“All right,’” he announced' briefly.
With a word to Rose, Alan 'slipped
down beside Barcus, shifted his hold
to the body of the latter, and climbed
down over him until he was supported
solely by the grasp of his two hands
CHAPTER XXXV.
on Barcus’ ankles.
Instantly Rose followed him, slip;
Caboose.
ping like a snake down over the two
For once, in a way, it fell but pre- meh till she in turn hung by her grasp
clsely as Mr. Law had planned and on Alan's ankles, then released her
A Word of Caution.
prayed. /
hold and dropped the balancé of the
Constrained to pull up in order to re distance to the ground, a scant ten
In nothing else can a person be
move the obstruction from the track, feet, landing without injury.
more deceived than in the matter
LICENSED EMBALMER
the train crew of the freight choked
A thought later Alan dropped lightly
of glasses. Fakers and unscrupu
down its collective wrath on being pre to her side, staggered a trifle, recov
and-Furnishing
Undertaker
lous pejddlers know this and the
sented with a sum of money. In the ered and dragged her out of the way.
country and often the city is visit
hopes of further largesse it lent its
Barcus fell with a heavy thump and
ed by men who mislead the cus
common ear to Alan’s well-worn tale, went upon his back, but demonstrated
tomer, and give him only the cheap
Tel. 42-3
which had so frequently proved useful his lack of injury by immediately pick
in similar emergencies, of an eloping ing himself up'and joining the others
est and most harmful glasses.
couple pursued by an unreasoningly in a mad scramble for safety.
Cheap frames and mould lenses is
vindictive parent; and had its hopes
Overhead the special engine, hur
the makeup, and the patient is not
rewarded by the price Alan bargained tling onward like some titanic bolt,
only out his money, but could do
INSURANCE
to pay in exchange* for exclusive use struck the caboose with a crash like
nothing that would so quickly ruin
of the'caboose as far as the next town. the explosion of a cannon. It' collapsed
Fidelity Phoenix Fire Ins. Co.
his eyes. Just why people will be.
So that it was not more than ten upon itself like a thing of pasteboard,
American Central Ins. Co.
led into the trap set by the peddler
That it had been constructed of
minutes; before Rose was settled to
no one seems to know.
Detroit Fire and Marine Ins. Co, rest in such comfort as the caboose af more solid stuff was abundantly
forded, while Alan/ and Barcus sat proved by the shower of timbers, splin
Wells Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
LITTLEFI ELD, the Optometrist
ters and broken iron that rained about
within its doorway and smoked.
BIDDEFORD
MAINE
WELLS
ME.
Neither he nor any other aboard the the heads of the fugitives.
For all that, the gods smiled upon
freight suspected for an instant that,
in the box car next forward of the ca- them for their courage: they escaped
boose, a woman in man’s clothing lay • without a scratch,
perdue, now and again chuckling
(To be Continued.)
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DARVILL’S BREAD IS AS PURE
AS CAN BE MADE - - • BAKED
CLEAN AND SOLD CLEAN

Darvill’s Bakery
KENNEBUNK

-

-

$1.00

Boy’s Tan and-Black Oxfords

Men’s Tan arid Black Lace and Button
Oxfords $4.00. to $4.50 values

69c

Boy’s Black Oxfords

Men’s Tan and Black Calf and
Patent Oxfords $2.50 values at

$1,00

Children’s Mary Jane Pumps at

| QQ

Men’s Tan and Black Oxfords
$2.00 to $4.00 values at J[e

98c

Misses’ and. Childs’ Pat. Oxfords
Women’s Dorothy Dodd Oxfords,
Tan and Black $3 to $3.50 values

Children’s Oxford, Tan and Black

Children’s Oxfords, Tan and Black

Women’s Pat. Colt Vici and Tan
Oxfords, $2.50 grade at

75c
49c

There has been considerable to say
about trading at home. In this connecttion it may be noted that the Company
doing the advertising on our street rail
way cars has a very apt sign:
v If you trade out of town
The York County Children’s Aid So
And we trade out of town
ciety auxiliary will meet at the home
What will become of our town? _
of Mrs. Lilia G. Perkins on Thursday
Think this over
afternoon, at 2.30 o’clock.
It may seem from the advertisement
A very delightful entertainment and in this issue that the Kennebunk grocers
social Was given at the Congregational I have started a movement along this line
church on Tuesday evening. Refresh for they announce’that beginning next
ments of ice-cream and cake were Monday they will not handle out-of-town
served, and home-made candy was oh bread until further notice.
Of course our grocers must carry
sale.
what the public demand, and they be
Work is in progress- on the- prepara lieve, in view of recent developments
tion of the insurance offices, for the in the bread business, that they are best
Cousen’s agency, which expects to serving their customers by offering them
ppen; for business about the 1st of a bread made in Kennebunk and which
June.
is known to be all that good bread should
The Ladies’ Mission Circle of the be.
Baptist church will be addressed on
We add our endorsement to this move
Friday afternoon, at 3 o’clock, .¿by ment for the two reasons stated in the
Mrs. Annie Cobb Smith of Saco. This advertisements—Trade at Home—Eat
opportunity of listening to an inspiring bread which you can see -made if you
presentation of the cause of missions is choose.
open to all ladies of the village.
The wogd^awipg machine^ are very
busy at the present time,
The selectmen are about to put a
crew of brown-tail moth gatherers into
he field,

DINAN
The jeweler and Optician

Last Friday evening the monthly
business meeting of the Daughters of
Wesley Bible Class was held in the
vestry of the Methodist church. There
was a good attendance. Three new
members were received, and it was
voted to order an additional number of
monthlies for class use. After the
business was completed a social hour
was enjoyed, during which ice-cream
and cake were served.
The Carter confectionery store closed*
its doors last week. Mr. Garter intends to reopen a marketjn the Bonser
block shortly.

253 Main st

1.00
50c
25c

BUY AT HOME.

Sal
*

AIud
W
¿2.50 Tea K

¿3.25 Tea K

¿3.50 Tea K

¿3-75 Tea K
75c Frying
¿1.75 2-qt. C

¿1.75 i-qt D(
¿1.50 8-qt. 1

¿2.00 Berlin

$1.50 Ornele

¿2.00 NcSt

BUY

YOUR

HAIR GOODS

sixes, i, 11-2,

—OF—

for the nest, $

CARLES’ HAIR STORE
518 Congress st.,

SPE

Portland

¿1.25 and 1.50

Pans for 79c

25c

Save your CAR FARE and put it into SHOES

Sale to begin Wednesday a. m., MARCH 10 and continue until APRIL 1st

SUGAR 3"

ATKINS SHOE CO

MAINE

KENNEBUNKPORT
Wells

245-247-2

Biddeford

Mude from FI ST QUALITY Hair only
We do not use any Chinese Hair in this
Children’s Tail and Black Ankle, Ties
store.
1
Women’s Oxfords and Juliets
We will send goods on approval to
1responsible people. We make every
conceivable kind of hair piece, in all
White Canvas Oxfords and Sandals
shades of hair.
Communication
We also make switches from your
own combings, that are made right and
We have been requested to publish a pleasure for you to wear for
$2.50
the following which we print without
comment.
Kg FREE Catalog Is Ml
Kennebunk, March 9,1915.
of Bargains like this.
.NEW ENGLAND
[MERCANTILE CO.
To the Editor :—I called at the Star
WRITE for copy
office this morning to settle my sub
scription for that paper to date and
requested the proprietor never to send
me. another issue of that paper. I told
Wbeji bought 5vith pttier
|rPremium, Çoupdns^XKOrdrn I fil
Mr. Watson that when I wanted lying
merchandise
or misrepresentation dispensed in my
Why continue tp pay the deal- P !■■■■■■» .. ........... B
er’s high prices when you can *aa- - - ■ ------ »
family I would buy a sheet Which made
buy groceries and other merchandise Airect from as aU\
a specialty of- those things, not one
a big saving? Weprotectypurppcketbgpkyetgivejiigh.est quality and guarantee satisfaction pr money bacfo
who, posing to stand for the moral up
Premium Profit-Sharing' Certificates increase your
savings. Start the saving today-write for Caalog No.40
lift and prosperity7 of the town has
Reference« Federal Trust Co., Boston
allowed to be printed in his paper the
NEW ENGLAND MERCANTILE CO.
last two weeks the most damnable lies
Indi» Street
BOSTON, MASS.
and misstatements I had ever seen pub
lished even in yellow-covered literature.
And what was his (Watson’s) excuse,
not that he had any criticism to make
Extensively Imitated
of my work, but that he wanted to get
Never Equalled
at
Perkins.
How
is
that
for
morals,
Thrae is the indication that the guests
you fair-minded men of Kennebunk, and
at the Sparhawk Hall will be dry this
if you wish to bring up your children
coining season—if new shingles can do
it A large crew have just completed‘ Mrs. Collins Roskilly was called to to think such things are right' continue
to extend your patronage to such
Washington Camp, No. 3, P."O. S. of. Miss Abbie Hutcfiins of Rockport, covering the roof.
Portland last Saturday by'a telegram things. If not, do as I did, cut
Mass, is visiting her sister Mrs, John
Hot Water
}
announcing
the
passing,
away
of
her
A., held Washington birthday after
them Put.
Mail your doctors prescriptions to
Seavey.
son’s wife, who had been seriously ill Not that I wholly blame Watson, he
noon and evening at the Grange hall at
Fiske the druggist, Kennebunk, Maine.
for a long time and whose death has would not hurt anybody, being desirous
Wells. The evening was begun with The Ladies club Was entertained on
W F. Cousens is in Augusta thisj been anticipated for a considerable of riding both sides, of the fence, but
Saturday evening by Mrs. F . S. Keys.
supper in banquet hall, where we Were
period.
It was the annual Gentlemen’s Night week.
he has a microbe in his office who being
pleased to see the tables bountifully and an unusually good time was en
Those wonderful machines
Rev. Thomas Cain, pastor of the driven from the Enterprise has found
the,
Every
body
is
Anxious
to
see
are self-regulating
supplied with food and fruit, where the joyed.
town reports which we understand' are, Baptist church, went to Newton; Mass., 1 refuge with him for the harboring of
They
are complete—no extras
members’ families and a few invited
Sunday in response to a dispatch which siich things, he is to blame.
to buy
Several boys represented Ogunquit at to be out today, Wednesday.
represented his mother as being at the I have delayed this communication
guests, suppered from 130 to 140 per the Boys’ Conference held in Portland,
Made in 8 sizes and sold
point of death. She has since died,
until this time, thinking the Star would,
sons. After suppeir we retired to the Mar. 5, 6,. and 7. Mr. W. F. Cousens,
as low as $7.50 (60 eggs)
The funeral of Mrs. Willis, an aged make some effort to correct things
adjoining hall for the entertainment. Roger Smith and Caroll Clark were
Send today for catalog
resident of the lower village, took after Perkins’ statement Monday
delegates
from
the
M.
E.
Sunday
First a few remarks on the "order and
morning,
but
find
no
symptons
of
fair

place on Sunday afternoon, Rev.
School; Rev. F. S. Kinley, Roger
Washington, by our brilliant young! Adams, Elliott Staples Gordon ,E.
ness in any part of the establishment.
Thomas Cain officiating.
Rev.
N.
A.
Avery
of
Ashland,
N.
H.
W. R. Barney.
lawyer, Wm. M. Tripp, president of I Brewster, Everett White and George
Wiiliam G. Wescott and Warren Lit
was a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. L.
PORTLAND,
MAINE
said camp, and it warmed our hearts Littlefield were the delegates from the H. Nason.
tlefield are taking a vacation sporting
to see the little ones dressed in “Old ' Christian Church Boys’ Club.
trip in the Maine fastnesses. During
Ought to Paint
Mrs. Charles H. Clark spent theweekGlory,” our Red, White and Blue and Mrs. Lua Perkins has returned from end with daughter; Mrs. Harry Goodwin Mr. Wescott's absence, Miss Hazel
Munroe is assisting in the store.
it carried our minds back to the days visiting friends in Portland, Maine,
of South Berwick.
I ought to have painted last year; but
The missionary concert in the Bap
when Washington was 'fighting glor The Eadies Aid Society of the Chris
1 hated to pay $2 a gallon.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed
Woodman
who
have
tist church last. Sunday evening, given
iously for the freedom of our country tian Church held their, annual meeting
Dealer In
I’ve got to paint this year; it’ll take
as we listened to the reading and recit Mpndaj night. A good year was re spent the last two years with Miss Ap- by the members of the Sunday school,
a little more paint; I suppose- a 1 gal
ing of passages in the life of this glo ported' and a balance/ of about $400 phia Day have returned to their former was interesting and was well attended.
lon in 10; and a little more work, I
rious man. After the music and enter was in the treasury. Mrs, S. J. Per home at Haverhill, Mass;
Mrs. Kato Deshon has been confined suppose i day in 10.
I36 Main Street
tainment xwas closed the members of kins was elected presiding officer, Mrs.
Condition your stock} with Sal Vet, to her bed for a number of days by-a
My ipb- would have cost last year
the Camp had a good old suiDke talk on Frances M. J. Perkins, Secretary and Fiske the druggist, Kennebunk, sells severe attack of the grip, of which a about $50:
it is going to cost this year
cigars presented to us by Edmond E. Mrs, J. S. White, Treasurer for the it.
great many others have likewise ¿been $55.
Garland; one of our leading-merchants,- ensuing year.
victims lately.
.$5 gone. I suppose it’ll be the same
Jesse Thómas of Portland, was the
and Wm. J. Storer, postmaster, and a
The local office of the York County again, if I Wait again.
EGGS FOR HATCHING--Barred
week-end
guest
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
S.
Miss
Abbie
Holden
of
Providence,
R.
member of our camp, then adjourned
Power Company is announcing to its
What if paint goes-down to $1.75 a Rock, R. I. Red, and the Everlay S. C.
with the assurance that we had ren I. has rented the-Colonel Norwell cot W. Gowen.
patrons a change in rates and dis gallon? $2.50 on the job!
W. Leghorn. CLEMENT C. CLARK,
dered an evening of complete happi tage for two years.
Mrs. Olive Day who has been confined counts, which is to go into effect the I shan’t wait; What a fool I was!
ness to our wives', little ones and Mrs.-Olive Williams is quite ill and to he no,use for several weeks with 10th of this month. Thereby the
Kennebunk, Maine. Tel. 41-13
DEVOE
guests.
threatened with pneumonia.
119-3t-pd
rheumatism is improving slowly.
charge will be 10 cents a killowat hour?
Harry Lunge sells it.

49c

Biddei

A Step Towards Unity

instead of 12 cents, as previously.
There will be no discounts hereafter.
There will shortly be made a considera
ble reduction for utilities.
“Dick” Clough, who has been so
seriously ill with pneumonia at his resi
dence in the lower village is now con
valescent.

2000 pairs of Men’s, Women’s and Children’s Shoes and
Oxfords at prices that you can’t resist
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-
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Ogunquit

Kennebunkport

Buckeye

Incubators

Wells Branch

Allen, Sterling & Lothrop

JOHN F. DEAN

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

BleM

Tel. 246-3

MEN AND
I

A report of the
Portland recently
Hosmer at the I
Sunday afternoon,
wasaroused in
gathering.

The men’s club c
held a live meet
Two new members
invitation of the
visit them next Tu
cepted and plans fc
»ere promoted.
The mandolin cli
the rehearsal last
live one. Direct«
pushing real r
(Thursday) night t
rehearsals for an<
this one to be for t
pound apparatus.
Hurrah for “Bos1
strong a group oi
people will invade 1
a three day educa
trip. Some of ther
to visit relatives 1
senior high school
and Mrs. A. F. Win
boys will be accomj
mer. All are ai
pleasant profitable

The first annual 1
Maine girls will b
Apr. 9-11 under ti
Young Woman’s Cl
Older girls from
schools, clubs and
are united and sevei
are planning to att
The grammar sc
Wednesday aftemo
the employed boys
and Friday noon the
bad their weekly g
nual election of offii
the following n
Ralph Davis; Vi
Pinkham; Secretary
Treasurer, Donald (

